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Грубы Я. Б2-80-816 
О возможности получения ограничений 
в расширенной суперсимметрии 

Исходя из моделей, в которых появляются центральные 
заряды, мы предлагаем идею /основанную на связи между 
системой чисел и суперсимметрией/ построения супермодели, 
в которой ограничения получаются автоматически. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории теоретической физи
ки ОИЯИ. 
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Hruby J. E2-80-816 
A Possibility for Obtaining Constraints 
in Extended Supersymmetry 

Starting from the models, where the central charges 
must appear, we propose an idea for constructing extended 
supersymmetry models, where constraints are given automa
tically. This idea is based on the deep relation between 
system of numbers (complex, quaternions, octon Ions) and 
supersymmetry. 

The investigation has been performed at the Labora
tory of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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The study of the two-dimensional supersymmetric models, in 
which fields appear in a nonlinear representation, was started 
in works / 1 /. 

A conserved supercurrent in models with supersymmetry so-
litons has the form / a /: 

д аЦф -\'{ф))у>1ф] =0. (1) 

From (1) it is possible to obtain supercharges Q ,a=l,2, and 
show that the usual anticommutation relation is invalid ' 3 /. 
The true relation has the form: 

lQe. Qp\ =2( У.Ру 0) а / 3 +2iT(y5 у 0 ) ф , (2) 
where the central charges exist due to the nonlinear boundary 
condition and T = / dxV '(<£) -%b- • 

It is interesting why in such supersymmetric models the 
central charges appear. It is well known that the usual super-
algebra can be modified to include central charges, as it has 
been shown mathematically by R.Haag et al. 4 /, in the case of 
extended supersymmetry. 

The examples of the nonlinear supermodels, which are inva
riant under 0(2) extended supersymmetry, are the super-0(3) 
sigma model and super-CP n - 1 models •/5-e'. These sigma models 
and their supersymmetric generalization have deep group-geo
metrical nature / 7 /. 

From our point of view they are interesting in the case 
when 0(3) sigma model and C P 1 model are equivalent / 8 / and 
moreover they are equivalent to the sine-Gordon model / 9 /.It 
was explicitly shown in l 0 / that these models are equivalent 
also in supersymmetric case. 

For our purpose to show the relation between N=2 extended 
supersymmetry and complex numbers, we have to start at the 
Bose level with the CP 1 model. This is a SU(2)/SU(l)xU(l)mo-
del, where the coset space SU(2)/U(1) can be identified with 
the one-dimensional complex projective space,CP involves 
two complex fields <£,(x),i=l,2 and_^f(x) € SU(s)/0(D . The fields 
^,(x) satisfying a constraint фхф* =1 and two fields re
lated by the U(1) gauge transformation 
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ф'^х) ^е^*) 0.(х) (3) 
should be considered equivalent. 

It can be also interpreted so that the automorphism group 
U(l), which preserves the norm of complex numbers, is the 
gauge group. 

The U(l) local gauge-invariant action of the model has 
the form'8': 

S=,i-/d8x(D^c6.)(D(( </,'), (4) 

where D -0 + iA and the Abelian gauge field A has the 
form A - A-i£j i)'ф and transforms under (3) like A'=A -Л A. 

If we want to achieve our aim, we have to construct super-
C P 1 model directly in U(l)-gauge~invariant supersymmetric 
way using the connection with complex numbers and functions. 
The gauge group U(l), which preserves the norm of complex 
numbers, will give complex supersymmetry that is equivalent 
to 0(2) real extended supersymmetry. 

Here "real" means that the Grassmann variables 0. , i =1,2, 
are real anticommuting Majorana spinors and "complex means 
the complex composition of two real variables in the full 
analogy between real and complex numbers. 

By analogy with the complex function we shall write a comp
lex superfield C(x,0,0~) sC(x,9l + iOz, fl(-i0g).The supersymmetry 
transformation on the complex superspace (x, 0, 0) was first 
defined in two dimensions by M.Ademollo et al. I 1 / : 

Sx.^ = - ± [ < у 0+Гу 0]. SO = f, 50 =f, 
and on the superfields C(x, 0,0) acts as follows: 

ЙС =[ (Q + ГС]С, (5) 

where 
Q = ±- - i-00, Q = 4r- - —НО, Ф = y.d. 

dO 2 dO 2 
These supercharges anticommute with the covariant derivatives: 

D=-^- +1-00 =i-(D 1-iD 2), D=-4r + J - ^ = JL(DI + i D 2 ) . 
30 2 8 дв 3 2 

We decompose the_ complex superfield into the real and ima
ginary part: C(x,0,0) =!A(x,01,02) + iB(x,01,02).Following 'W by 
analogy with complex functions Cauchy-Riemann equations give: 

DlA'=D2B; ' _ (6a) 
D 1 В = -D aA . (6b) 
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It means the complex superfield will be an analytical 
superfield'12', when (6a,b) are valid. But it means that the 
chirality condition 

DC = 0 (7) 
in "''is the analyticity condition. There this restriction 
was obtained using the new shifted variables x' = x-—00 
(a complex Bose variable). 

The condition (7) actually plays a role of the invariant 
constraint: 

С(х,О,О)=С(х-±-Оу0,О), (8) 

what means that the graded Lie algebra in complex supersymmet-
ry can be realized in a smaller parametric superspace with 
the complex Bose variable but independent of the spinor 0. 

In analogy with the Laplace equation for real and imaginary 
part of the complex function the superfield equation of motion 
follows: 

DDC=0. (9) 
The corresponding action has the form: 

S-i-/d 2xd 2tfd 2«CC. (10) 
8 

If we want to have the action (10) also local U(l)-gauge-inva-
riant, we have to use the receipt gi^en in'13'.We have to in
troduce the vector superfield V(x,ll,<>), which transforms as 

V . V H ( A - A ) , (11) 

under the U(a) gauge transformation: 
С -. e i A С, С -. е"|Л С, (12) 

where Л is also an analytical superfield (DA - 0). 
It can be shown, a f t e r ' 1 3 t ha t the action 

S - — / d2xd2fld2fl| V-CCe v ] (13) 
о 

in supersymmetric and U(l)-gauge-invariant. The action (13) 
is exactly the action grven in 6 . but obtained in a general 
way using the analyticity of the superfields. 

The constraints will result from the equation of motion 
for the vector superfield 
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CC = e - v . (14) 
In this way we have connected all components in right- and 
left-hand side of eq. (14) and so vector superfield V acts 
as a confining force between the scalar superfields. 

The action (13) is equivalent to the action of the super-
CP model, which is obtained by direct supersyircnetrization 
W ->D0, _̂ j(x) -. Ф 4 (х.в)) of the Bose action (4) and the con
straint ^ j ^ ' =1 • This can be generalized also for non-
Abelian super-CP n _ 1 models / 1 4 / . 

So we demonstrated two things: 
i) We showed that in the supermodels with topological 

excitation, which are equivalent to the super-CP1 

model, the central charges appear due to the 0(2) ex
tended supersymmetry and the relation: 

lD al,D«!=2iT(, V o) a / 0 (15) 

must be valid. Actually in 0(2) extended supersymmetry 
the central charge T is proportional to the mass pa
rameter ' 1 2 /. The Lagrangian from / 1 / in 0(2) real ex
tended supersymmetry has the form: 

6) 
where the dummy field Fj=-V'(</> () and we shall assume 

У'(ф.)=-1-ф.ф d,i,V'=—_^=_1.0.0J,the 0(2) labels 
i & i j йф. & i 

i,j=l,2. The Lagrangian density (16) is equivalent to 
the 

^т^^ /У + i ^ i + T ( ^ i ) 8 ' ( , 7 ) 

when we used 0,^'=1. In the case of equivalence the 
central charge has the form: 

which is in agreement with 1 5 
(18) 

ii) Based on the deep mathematical relation between complex 
numbers and complex supersymmetry we have shown how we 
could obtain the constraints in extended supersymmetry 
for N=2 automatically. We get two types of constraints: 

1) The first type of constraints is given in complex super-
symmetry by the analyticity. Actually for the supersym-
metric constraint from / 1 6 /follows: 
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CD 1 П 1 - D^ D 2 + 2 i D 1 D 8 ) A = 0 , (19) 

which can be seen from the(1.6a,b) and the anticommuta-
tivity of the supercovariant derivatives. It means that 
the constraint (19) for A=-i-(C + C) singles out the pu
rely analytical and antianalytical part; 

2) The second type of constraints is dictated by the in-
variance of the superaction (13) under the group U(!) 
(it has no relation to automorphism group of supersym-
metry), where the U(I) vector superfield acts as a bin
ding force. 

Let us forget for a moment that we have built the super-
CP 1 model. Then we can see that the construction of the 
complex supersymmetry is quite general and has been extended 
to four-dimensional space-time i n / 1 2 / . 

We shall generalize this successful coincidence between 
complex numbers and complex supersymmetry (N = 2 extended 
supersymmetry) for other systems of numbers ( quaternions 
and octonions). The idea to use hypercomplex numbers in su
persymmetry is not new /1'M 2 / but here is presented a possibi
lity for obtaining constraints in extended supersymmetry via 
this generalization. 

As the extension of the real number is the complex number, 
the extension of complex number is quaternion and the last 
extension gives octonion, because the Hurwitz theorem is va
lid 1 8.This is also the last step in the extended supergra-
vity models, if we want to have spin 2 for graviton / 1 9 /. 

The most interesting case is N=8, because in an extended 
supergravity model one has unified theories of fields incor
porating all spins. From a physical point of view in chis 
case there are two most interesting groups: G 2 as the auto
morphism group of the octonionic algebra and SO(8), which is 
the group of invariance of a real bilinear form of octonion and 
also of the norm. But SO(8) actually plays an important role 
in the extended supergravity with N=8. 

Here is the new possibility to construct superaction with 
extended supersymmetries (N =4,8) using quaternionic or octo
nionic superfields respectively. The problem is to give con
straints of the first type for hypercomplex superfields in 
such a way to be invariant under the automorphism group SU(2), 
S0(8). This problem will be discussed in further publication 
on the basis of Fueter's hypercomplex analysis in extended 
superspace. 

Another possibility for obtaining crnstraints in extended 
supersymmetry is to use the constraint of the second type. It 
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gives a possibility to construct supersymmetric SU(5)/SU(4)x 
xU(l) model, where the global group SU(5) is minimal group 
for grand unification theory . 

It also exists the connection between the local gauge 
groups of C P n _ 1 , HP n _ 1 , CaP(2) models'21'and automorphism 
groups of extended supersymmetries with N = 2.4,8 respecti
vely. 
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